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Dear Dr Buti

INQUIRY INTO THE MANAGEMENT AND OVERSIGHT OF THE
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL PROJECT- SUBMISSION

PERTH

The Department of Finance has prepared the attached submission to the Public
Accounts Committee (the Committee) inquiry into the Perth Children,s Hospital (PCH).
The Committee originally invited the Under Treasurer to make a submission and
provided a number of detailed questions. At the time the invitation was issued,
Strategic Projects and Asset Sales was a division within the Department of Treasury
(Treasury). However, following recent machinery of government changes, the Strategic
Projects function has transferred to the Department of Finance effective from 1 July
2017. Treasury has confirmed that the Under Treasurer has responded to Question 1
posed by the Committee. The attached submission therefore contains responses to
Questions 2 to 14l as detailed in the request to the Under Treasurer.
Throughout the Ufe of the PCH Project, Strategic Projects has retained responsibility for
managing its delivery, including administering the PCH Managing Contractor Contract.
It is important to note that since the commencement of the Project! there have been
multiple changes in departmental reporting structures impacting on Strategic Projects
due to progressive machinery of government changes. To assist the Committee in its
consideration of the attached submission, these changes are as follows:
• from commencement of the PCH Project to June 2012:
Department of Treasury and Finance;

Strategic Projects,

• July 2012 - July 2014: Strategic Projects, Department of Treasury·
• August 2014 - June 2017:
Treasury; and

Strategic Projects and Asset Sates, Department of

• from 1 July 2017: Strategic Projects, Department of Finance.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission to the Committee.
Yours sincerely

Bill Sullivan
ACTING DIRECTOR GENERAL
28 July 2017
Att.
L edBa
Tefephone (08} 6551 0
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE INQUIRY - PERTH CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE SUBMISSION
Question 1
How frequently have you, as Under Treasurer, reported to the Treasurer on
matters dealt with by the Taskforce?
The Under Treasurer has confirmed that he will provide a response to the Public
Accounts Committee for this specific question, as the sole response provided by the
Department of Treasury (Treasury) for this submission.
a.

Is the frequency and content of your reporting the same as that provided by
the Director General of Health to the Minister for Health?
See above response to Question 1.
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-2Question 2
What is the role of SP&AS within the governance structure of the PCH Project,
both in terms of its decision-making authority and reporting responsibilities?

The governance structure of the Perth Children 's Hospital (PCH) Project was originally
based on the Major Health Infrastructure Projects Governance structure as detailed in
the Health Infrastructure Projects Governance Framework (May 2010) (page 12).
The New Children's Hospital Project Business Case (the Business Case) reflects this
governance approach in Section 12: Project Governance. The governance structure is
shown in the following diagram .
MAJOR HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS GOVERNANCE
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The Public Works Act 1902 provides for the Minister for Works to undertake activities
relating to the provision of public works for Western Australia such as entering into
contracts for public works related consultancy services, construction, and maintenance
works. These powers have been delegated to the Under Treasurer, the (then) Executive
Director, Department of Treasury and Finance (DTF) Strategic Projects and the Project
Director.
"The Executive Director DTF Strategic Projects 1 is
The Business Case states:
responsible for leading the development of this Business Case and for ensuring the
project is delivered according to agreed scope, time and budget parameters, and with
the functionality articulated to by the Health Project Lead . This is delegated to the
Project Director." (Page 84).
1

Role unchanged with incorporation of the Strategic Projects function within the new Department of Treasury
from 1 July 2011 . Title changed to Executive Director, Strategic Projects and Assets Sales (SP&AS) in August
2014 with the inclusion of the Asset Sales function within the Strategic Projects Division. Reverted to Executive
Director, Strategic Projects, Department of Finance (Finance) from 1 July 2017 with the transfer of the Strategic
Projects from Treasury to Finance, with delegated authority th rough the Director General Finance.
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-3Strategic oversight of the project was allocated to the Major Health Infrastructure
Projects Steering Committee (MHIPSC), which was established in April 2009 to provide
leadership for major health projects assigned to Strategic Projects for delivery. The
MHIPSC membership included the Under Treasurer and the Executive Director,
Strategic Projects.
Consistent with the Department of Health (Health) Infrastructure Projects Governance
Framework, the Business Case allocates the detailed project reporting and issue
resolution for the project to be dealt with by a Project Control Group (PCG) within the
delegated authority of the agency members.
The role of the PCG was defined as providing oversight and coordination in relation to
finalisation of the planning phase and delivery of the project. The Chief Executive of
Child and Adolescent Health Services (CAHS) is the Chair of the PCG.
Those issues that are beyond this delegation or that involve unresolved, conflicting
objectives are to be referred to the MHIPSC for its endorsement and/or recommendation
to government.
Introduction of the Perth Children's Hospital Commissioning and Transition
Taskforce

In September 2013, the PCH Commissioning and Transition Taskforce (the Taskforce)
was established based on learnings from the Fiona Stanley Hospital project and a focus
on managing service transition risks to ensure safe introduction of clinical services.
The terms of reference for the Taskforce included oversight of asset delivery, with the
Under Treasurer as the sole Treasury member of the Taskforce.
In addition to its accountabilities to the newly established Taskforce, the Project
continued to report to the MHIPSC until that committee's final meeting on 4 December
2013.
Current Governance Framework

The current governance framework is detailed in the Perth Children's Hospital Project
Governance Framework (May 2015) (the PCH Governance Framework).
The PCH Governance Framework reflects the progress of the project and documents
the governance tools, processes and structures required to monitor progress and
facilitate informed decision-making . The document reconfirms the dual accountability
arrangements and the accountability of the Under Treasurer for the completed asset
according to the Project's approved time, scope and budget parameters.
The current governance structure in the following diagram shows the relationships
between the respective parties. It should be noted that whilst the structural framework
remains current, several WA Health personnel identified in the structure are no longer in
those roles .
With respect to the role of SP&AS, now Strategic Projects, the structure includes the
Infrastructure workstream (Construction, Design and FF&E), led by the Principal Project
Director. The Infrastructure workstream reports to the PCG, of which the Executive
Director SP&AS (now Strategic Projects) is a member.
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-5The Terms of Reference for the PCG were also reviewed in 2015 to reflect the current
status of the Project and were endorsed by the Acting Director General Health on
31 July 2015. The revised role of the PCG is oversight of the delivery of all aspects of
infrastructure, commissioning and tra nsition for the PCH Project. The PCG Chair
remains the Chief Executive CAHS.
The PCG subsequently reports to the Taskforce. This includes regular reporting on
program activities, milestones and risks, and additional detailed reports on key issues. The
Taskforce oversees the delivery and commissioning of PCH and reports to the Premier
and Cabinet via the Minister for Health. In addition, the Executive Director SP&AS (now
Strategic Projects) has also provided reports to the Premier and Cabinet in accordance with
the role's defined accountabilities, through the Under Treasurer to the Treasurer.
The PCH governance structure is currently under further review , particularly in light of
the transfer of the Strategic Projects function from the Department of Treasury to the
Department of Finance.
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To whom is the Principal Project Director, Mr John Hamilton, accountable to
within the PCH governance structure?

As outlined in the PCH Governance Framework, Mr Hamilton is the Project Director for
the Infrastructure workstream (Construction, Design and FF&E) and is accountable to
the PCG.
As a Treasury employee, Mr Hamilton reported to the Executive Director SP&AS. This
reporting relationship has been maintained from 1 July 2017 with the transfer of the
Strategic Projects function to the Department of Finance (noting the change in Executive
Director's title to Executive Director Strategic Projects).
a.

What are Mr Hamilton's Responsibilities?

As the Principal Project Director, Mr Hamilton is responsible for ensuring the PCH
Project is delivered according to agreed scope, time and budget parameters, and
with the functionality articulated by Health through the Health Project Lead.
The responsibilities of Mr Hamilton are defined in the Principal Project Director
position's Role Statement as follows:
Responsible for delivery of high risk infrastructure projects to approved scope,
budget and timeframe. Projects will typically include public-private-partnerships
(PPP) or other sophisticated, non-traditional procurement strategies.
The role will also be required to undertake the following activities (but not limited to):
Leadership

Provides strategic leadership, advice and direction to the Project Delivery team.
Project Delivery

• Responsible for the delivery of assigned high-risk infrastructure projects (typically
valued at over $200 million) within the approved budget and scope, to an agreed
timeframe, in accordance with government policy and to the highest standards of
project governance and project management.
• Responsible for establishing, implementing and maintaining the Project Delivery
team organisational structure.
• Makes recommendations on procurement strategy and develops and implements
the Project Procurement Plan.
• Ensures that all tasks are managed in accordance with all applicable standards,
regulations, guidelines and conditions.
• Under delegated authority from the Under Treasurer and Minister for Works,
enters into planning, design and construction contracts as required.
• Responsible for developing, implementing and maintaining the Project Schedule,
all necessary management systems, processes and procedures and other
documentation, systems and tools necessary to enable Project delivery.
• Liaises closely with the client government agencies to ensure a j oint and
coordinated approach to project development and delivery, including
incorporation of operational principles and considerations into planning, design
and construction.
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-7Monitoring & Reporting
• Reports formally to the Executive Director Strategic Projects and Asset Sales,
and the Project Steering Committee, providing such advice, information, analysis
and recommendations as may be required, including time, cost and quality
performance.
• Provides regular reports to the Executive Director and the Project Steering
Committee on project initiation, development of scope and design, procurement
strategy, the calling of tenders, the awarding of contracts and the progress of
works.
Other Duties
• Advises the Executive
strategies and risk.

Director on project management-related policies,

• Ensures effective and strategic liaison with all key stakeholders.
• Contributes to the strategic and corporate directions of the Strategic Projects and
Asset Sales business unit.
• Performs other duties as directed.
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Who is the State's Representative on the MC Contract?
The State's Representative is specified in the Stage Two MC Contract as the Principal
Project Director, (currently) Finance 2 . Mr Hamilton is engaged in this position and
his responsibilities as the Principal Project Director are detailed in the response to
Question 3.
a.

Who is the State's Representative accountable to within the PCH governance
structure?
See response to Question 3.

b. What requirements does the State's Representative have with regard to
reporting to the PCH Commissioning and Transition Taskforce (the
Taskforce)?
As outlined in the response to Question 3, from a PCH governance perspective, the
State's Representative (Principal Project Director) reports to the PCG .
The PCG reports to the Taskforce, as illustrated in the PCH Control Groups and
Committees diagram (Page 4) of this document.
As such, the State's Representative does not have a direct reporting relationship
with the Taskforce. However, the State's Representative is responsible for
preparing a range of reports considered by the Taskforce on a weekly basis.

2

See previous commentary on organisation and position titles arising from successive machinery of government
changes.
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-9Question 5
What changes to the original scope and design of the project were initiated by
Government?

Please note it is assumed that this question is directed towards the scope of works
delivered under the main PCH delivery contract awarded to John Holland Pty Ltd
(JHPL). The response has been drafted accordingly.
Overview of the Procurement Process

The two-stage Managing Contractor (MC) design and construction procurement strategy
for the PCH approved by Cabinet on 29 November 2010 has the following
characteristics:
• the design and construction was procured under a single procurement process with
two stages;
• the Expressions of Interest and Request for Proposals processes provided the
respondents with a clear articulation of the State's requirements;
• on 5 July 2011 , JHPL was awarded the two stage MC Contract for the delivery of the
PCH, including full responsibility for design development and construction;
• the MC Contract for the New Children's Hospital on the Queen Elizabeth II Medical
Centre Site (the Stage One MC Contract) was a fee for services arrangement with an
agreed practical completion date for the hospital of 30 June 2015;
• during Stage One, the MC was required to manage the design development, prepare
procurement packages for the development of the fixed maximum price for
construction in Stage Two and commenced construction ;
• consistent with the terms of the Stage 1 MC Contract, on 22 October 2012, the MC
submitted a Stage Two Offer which set out a lump sum price of $851 million
representing the maximum amount payable to JHPL for completion of the design and
construction of the hospital with Practical Completion on 30 June 2105;
• the lump sum price was within the approved budget allowance and maintained a
project contingency of $57.6 million; and
• the State accepted the Stage Two Offer, and the Treasurer signed the Deed of
Amendment and Restatement - New Children's Hospital Managing Contractor
Contract (Stage 2 MC Contract) on 4 December 2012.
Key changes to the original scope and design initiated by government after the
acceptance of the Stage Two Offer are as follows:
• Short Stay Surgical Unit;
• Child Care Centre;
• Telethon Kids Institute Fit Out Works; and
• Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) Procurement.
These changes to scope and design are further detailed below.
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-10Short Stay Surgical Unit

The Stage Two Offer was based on an overall hospital capacity of 274 beds. This bed
capacity reflected the demand analysis undertaken by Health and was included in the
Business Case.
In mid-2013, modelling undertaken by Health indicated the projected demand for
paediatric beds exceeded the demand assumed in planning for the PCH. However, the
demand modelling indicated the shortfall in paediatric beds reflected demand for
secondary services and was not related to the PCH local catchment nor tertiary services
provided by PCH.
Four options to address this projected increased bed demand were developed by Health
for consideration by the Government. In September 2013, the Government approved
the provision of an additional 24 beds at PCH at an estimated cost of $37.1 million (as
well as 31 additional beds at other metropolitan hospitals). The Government also
approved that the additional cost would be funded from the existing PCH Project
contingency.
In October 2013, the State directed the MC to cease work on Level 3 of the Centre Block
of PCH and to proceed with re-design of the area to accommodate the new Short Stay
Surgical Unit (SSSU) to incorporate the additional beds. The State issued a Variation
Order in the amount of $10 million for design and early construction works, pending
submission of final cost details by the MC.
Child Care Centre

On 28 October 2013, the Government considered a proposal for the construction and
provision of an 82-place, long-day Child Care Centre (CCC) located at the PCH. The
key priority for the CCC was children aged 0-5 who either:
• have special needs and cannot be accommodated in mainstream childcare services;
or
• are a sibling of a PCH inpatient; or
• are a sibling of a child participating in clinical research at PCH; or
• have parents employed at PCH .
The Government approved the construction and provision of the CCC at the PCH , and
extended the scope to include the CCC. At this time, the construction cost was
estimated at $2.65 million , funded from within the PCH Project contingency. The cost
was based on construction of a light weight domestic structure, as estimated by the
State's Quantity Surveyor.
On 22 May 2015, the MC formally revised the estimate cost to $6.9 million, based on a
number of issues specific to the roof top location of the CCC that were not included in
the original construction cost estimate including security, fire protection , acoustic
insulation and requirements for children with special needs. This additional cost was
also funded from the PCH Project contingency.
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On 17 December 2015, JHPL signed a Deed of Amendment formalising the
incorporation of the Telethon Kids Institute (TKI) Fit Out Works within the Stage 2 MC
Contract.
The total value of the variation was $53 million , jointly funded by the State and TKI, with
TKI committing to funding of $42 million. The State approved the release of $11 million
of Project contingency to meet the difference between the TKI contribution and the
variation cost of $53 million. However, due to resourcing difficulties associated
with ongoing delays to the original Project scope, JHPL was unable to adequately
progress the TKI Fit Out Works. As a result, on 14 April 2016, the State and JHPL by
mutual agreement removed the TKI Fit Out Works from JHPL's scope of works under
the Stage 2 MC Contract.
The State subsequently adopted an alternative two stage Early Contractor Involvement
(ECI) procurement model for the delivery of the TKI Fit Out Works. On 16 August 2016,
the first stage of the ECI contract was awarded to Brookfield Multiplex Construction
(Multiplex) , and Multiplex was subsequently awarded the Stage Two Design and
Construction Contract.
Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment Procurement

The approved PCH budget included an allowance of $140 million for FF&E. The MC
contract set out defined groupings for all FF&E items which allocated responsibilities
between CAHS and the MC (the latter managed by Strategic Projects under its
delegated authority outlined above) .
The original MC contract scope and costs included MC responsibility for procurement of
'Group 1' FF&E items only, primarily 'fixed' items of major equipment with an interface to
the base building works. CAHS was responsible for procuring the majority of the FF&E
items required for PCH, through the former Health Corporate Network (HCN).
As the PCH design developed and FF&E requirements were defined, it was recognised
the PCH FF&E delivery task was of a scale and complexity beyond HCH's capacity at
the time, representing a significant cost and program risk.
Accordingly, in May 2013, the MHIPSC approved a proposal from the Chief Executive
CAHS to transfer responsibility to Strategic Projects for the management of all FF&E
procurement and associated activities, predominantly through the MC contract.
In October 2014, the State and the MC agreed the payment mechanisms with respect to
FF&E. It was agreed the State would pay the cost for FF&E directly to vendors. With
respect to the MC's margin and costs for procurement, coordination and installation of
FF&E, the State would pay on receipt of invoices for the MC costs. These costs are
dealt with as a variation to the lump sum price.
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What changes were initiated by the Managing Contractor?

The MC initiated one key change to the original PCH design, being the introduction of
modular theatres.
The MC presented a case to the State in September 2012 to adopt the concept of
modular theatre construction rather than the traditional build approach.
The concept behind modular theatres is to produce the high quality environments
needed for modern surgical needs in a controlled environment to an extremely high
standard.
The units are produced away from the point of installation in controlled manufacturing
facilities, delivered to site as a fin ished unit and mounted in place to an agreed, pre
designed site specific requirement.
Due to the construction approach , there are reduced future maintenance costs as:
• the time required for the theatre maintenance is reduced ; and
• adjoining theatres are not required to be shut down when performing maintenance on
a specific theatre.
This reduction in maintenance time also reduces the impact on the scheduling and
performance of surgery.
This change was accepted based on an assessment of the associated cost benefit to
the State. Although the change was submitted prior to the Stage Two Offer, the
associated increase in construction costs was recognised as an adjustment to the Stage
Two Offer lump sum price.
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-13Question 7
What changes to the original scope and design resulted from issues that arose
during the construction stage?

It is important to recognise the distinction between 'design changes' and 'scope
changes'. The project scope is defined by a set of base parameters describing the
required functionality of the operational facility (for example, operating capacity,
functional areas and their relationships , etc).
Scope is typically articulated at business case stage and is the basis for informing the
project design, which develops the scope into detailed documentation that enables the
facility to be constructed. Changes to design may therefore be entirely consistent with
original scope (and typically are, particularly for minor design changes). Conversely,
scope changes will invariably require design changes, often with significant impact.
Key changes to the business case and project definition plan scope have been
described in the responses to Question 5 and 6.
Construction under Stage One of the MC contract commenced on site in January 2011,
in parallel with the MC managing design development. Initial works comprised civil,
structural, service relocation and other 'early' enabling works. Associated construction
issues therefore had minimal impact on PCH design, which remained under
development at the time.
Under the two stage MC contract arrangement, it is logical to take the reference point for
PCH 'design' as the detailed design submission included in the MC's Stage Two Offer
accepted by the State in December 2012, and wh ich formed the basis for the MC's lump
sum price.
Since acceptance of the Stage Two Offer, there have been 236 variations to the MC
contract (both increasing and reducing the lump sum price), largely re lated to design
changes. The full list of these variations is provided as Attachment A.
a.

Of these, can you list the 10 issues that resulted in the greatest delays and the
10 issues that have resulted in the greatest cost increases?
Impact on completion

To date, the State has granted an extension to the Date for Practical Completion
under the MC contract for only one delay claim lodged by the MC. This is in relation
to impacts arising from the inclusion of the SSSU (refer response to Question 5).
As a result, the Date for Practical Completion was extended from 31 June 2015 to
31 August 2015, with associated prolongation costs.
However, the MC contends that it is entitled to extension of time due to a number of
additional design changes which it asserts were directed by the State. The MC has
submitted a number of related contractual claims, which are subject to commercial
negotiations between the State and MC as part of the dispute resolution process
under the MC contract.
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-14The State's position is that with the one exception noted above, the significant
delays to the construction and commissioning of PCH have arisen from the MC's
failure to comply with its obligations under the MC contract, rather than as a result of
scope and/or design changes. Well publicised events of this nature include potable
water contamination , non-compliant fire doors, discovery of asbestos containing
material and in particular, delays to installation and commissioning of technology
systems.
Impact on cost

Cost impacts of variations under the MC contract are clearly defined, in accordance
with the pricing mechanism under the contract. The 10 largest cost increases are
listed below.
Item
Telethon Kids Institute Fit Out Works*
Surgical Short Stay Unit design and works
FF&E: MCC costs for managing procurement and delivery of the FF&E and the margin on
the value of FF&E Group 1 items.
Child Care Centre
Modu lar design and construction of Theatres
Turnkey Kitchen - Consolidated procurement of kitchen equipment with the procurement
of kitchen construction
Redesign - Central Sterile Services Department to meet 2014 Australian standards
Provision of Active Distributed Antenna System
Redesign - Satellite Workshop and Basement Medical Technology Management Unit
Upgrade - Aged sewer/storm infrastructure outside the boundary of the PCH site but
servicing the PCH facility

* As discussed in the response to Question 5, by mutual agreement, the Telethon Kids Institute Fit Out
Works variation was ultimately removed from the MC contract scope.
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When was the project cost and timeline/schedule approved within the PCH
governance structure, and agreed with the MC?
On 25 November 2010, the Government approved the Business Case, with a capital
cost of $1.17 billion, completion of construction in November 2015 and commencement
of operations by March 2016.
In April 2011, the Government approved the Project Definition Plan , confirming the
Business Case capital cost and key schedule milestones/dates.
In July 2011, the MC's schedule was agreed through the signing of the MC Contract.
The MC's cost plan incorporated within the contract confirmed the project could be
delivered within budget.
On 4 December 2012, the Treasurer signed the Deed of Amendment and Restatement New Children's Hospital Managing Contractor Contract (Stage 2 MC Contract), which
included the contract cost and schedule. As outlined in the response to Question 5, the
lump sum cost was within the project's budget allowance and the Date for Practical
Completion of 30 June 2015 was ahead of the Government's approved construction
completion date.
Consistent with the PCH governance structure and approved PCH Procurement Plan,
the approval process for the Stage Two MC Contract was:
• preparation of the MC Stage Two Offer Evaluation Report (Evaluation Report);
• the Evaluation Report was considered and endorsed by the following:
- New Children's Hospital PCG;
- Major Health Infrastructure Projects Steering Committee;
- Director General, Department of Health; and
- Under Treasurer;
• the Evaluation Report was subsequently approved by the Minister for Health and the
Treasurer; and
• approval of the Evaluation Report enabled the Treasurer to execute the Stage 2 MC
Contract and the Deed of Amendment and Restatement confirming the acceptance of
the Stage Two Offer.
a.

Can you provide
timeline/schedule?

the

Committee

with

the

originally

agreed

project

The timeline/schedule originally agreed with the MC under the Stage One MC
Contract (Schedule 19: Program) is provided at Attachment B.
The
timeline/schedule remained unamended at the acceptance of the Stage Two Offer.
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Was the MC Contract signed after the receipt and consideration of a detailed
business case and project definition plan by Cabinet?
Yes. Key decision points were as follows :
• On 29 November 2010, the Government approved the New Children's Hospital
Project Business Case.
• On 31 March 2011 , the New Children 's Hospital Project Definition Plan was endorsed
by the Government.
• On 18 April 2011 , the New Children's Hospital Project Definition Plan was endorsed
by the Government.
• On 4 December 2012, the Stage 2 MC Contract was signed.
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-17Question 10
Were key risks to the project outlined in a business case, a project definition plan,
or some other planning document?
In the Business Case, Section 10: Risk Analysis and Management outlined the risk
analysis process undertaken up to that time and identified the key project and planning
risks identified and managed during the planning stages. In addition , the Risk Register
was provided as Attachment 6 to the Business Case.
In the Project Definition Plan, Section 6: Risk Assessment provided an update on the
Project's risk profile and more detailed information for a number of key risks.
Throughout the Project, risks have been continuously monitored, evaluated and
managed . Detailed reporting has been provided to the PCG and the Taskforce.
a.

If so, can you provide the Committee with a copy of the document that
outlined these risks?
It is proposed that the Committee is provided with copies of the documentation
identified in Question 10.
As the documents were considered by the former Government, the Business Case
and Project Definition Plan documents are classified as Cabinet-in-Confidence.
Approval must be sought from the Leader of the Opposition to release the
documentation.
A request has been submitted to the Leader of the Opposition to enable the
provision of these documents to the Committee. The outcome of this request will be
communicated to the Committee in due course.
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Has there been consistent project cost and timeline reporting throughout the life
of the project?

Under the PCH Governance Framework, the Taskforce is responsible for monitoring the
budget parameters authorised by the Government and reporting to the Government via
the Minister for Health.
From the commencement of the Project, the PCG was been provided with a
comprehensive monthly report which addresses (inter alia) project cost and timeline.
With the transition to fortnightly and weekly meetings, the PCG was provided with an
Executive Summary report. The Executive Summary report provides a weekly program
assessment and details site construction and commission activities. In addition, the
PCH Cost Status Report continued to be produced on a monthly basis and provided to
the PCG.
Reporting flows from the PCG to the Taskforce with respect to relevant issues.
A summary report was also provided each month to the MHIPSC, up to its final meeting
in December 2013.
a.

If so, who is responsible for preparing and reporting this information, and who
within the PCH governance structure, receives these reports?

The PCG Monthly Report and subsequent Executive Summary are prepared by the
Infrastructure Workstream and distributed to the PCG. As of June 2017, the PCG
membership comprised:
• Chief Executive, CAHS, Health (Chair);
• Deputy Director General, Health;
• Group Director, Resources, Health ;
• Chief Executive, North Metropolitan Health Service, Health ;
• Executive Director, SP&AS, Treasury;
• Chief Information Officer, Health;
• Director Strategic Policy and Evaluation, Treasury; and
• Solicitor, State Solicitor's Office.
In addition , for the period March 2014 to September 2016, the Project team
prepared monthly status reporting against an integrated master program (IMP). The
IMP included the MC contract program, CAHS Transition and Change Management
programs including commissioning, and PCH Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) programmed activities.
The IMP status report was issued to the Executive Director, SP&AS and the CEO,
CAHS. The report was subsequently provided to the PCG and Taskforce. The
PCG took the decision to cease this reporting as the complex interface between the
MC Contract program and each of the change management programs and the PCH
ICT had largely concluded.
The Independent Project Management Office administered by Health is accountable
for preparing reporting for the Taskforce, as the central coordination point.
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A number of consolidated reports are prepared by Strategic Projects which include
the PCH Project. These reports are as follows:
• Monthly Strategic Projects Report - internal business unit report provides a
summary of key issues for each of the projects managed by Strategic Projects,
including the PCH Project. The Report consolidates information received from
the respective project teams, including project cost and time.
• Strategic Projects Dashboard - collation of data from the Monthly Strategic
Projects Report providing a summary of cost and time related project data. The
Dashboard is provided to the Executive Director SP&AS, Treasury Executive and
PCH Project Directors.
• WA Government Major Projects Report (Major Projects Report) - the Major
Projects Report is generated quarterly, summarising all major government
projects which have a value of over $50 million and are considered to represent
the highest risk to government. It is submitted to the Treasurer by the Under
Treasurer and provided to the Government.
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Has any milestone or progress payments to the MC been withheld or delayed?
The MC Contract contains a Payment Schedule (Schedule 2) and Program
(Schedule 19) and governs the payment amount and timing of the payment to be made
to the MC conditional on successful completion of the required Program milestones.
Both Schedule 2 and 19 are subject to amendment by agreement between the parties.
The agreed Payment Schedule has been progressively amended over the course of the
Project reflecting changes to the MC's Program and progress against that Program.
All compliant MC Progress Claims have been paid in accordance with the MC Contract.
Payment of all invoices received from the Contractor has been made within the 28-day
contract period.
There have been 33 instances of a total
certified by the State's Representative in
Contractor Progress Claim submitted by the
MC has not met all the agreed milestones
agreed Payment Schedule.
a.

of 71 payment claims where the amount
the Payment Certificate is less than the
MC. This reflects circumstances where the
within the payment period pursuant to the

If so, can you explain what factors led to these payments not being made after
a claim was submitted?
As outlined above, there are a number of instances where the MC has not received
the full value claimed in the Contractor Progress Claim as the agreed milestones
defined in the MC Contract had not been met.

b.

Who within the governance structure is responsible for approving the
payment of claims from the MC for works completed?
The State's Representative is responsible for approving payment of claims from the
MC for works completed.
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How does SP&AS assure itself that the materials used on the PCH Project meet
the relevant Australian standards, particularly for safety?
From the commencement of the Project, the State implemented a rigorous review
process to ensure that the MC Contractor delivered a hospital that was consistent with
requirements of the Project Brief under the MC contract, including all relevant Australian
standards.
In early 2011, the (then) DTF commenced a tender process to obtain technical support
services associated with the PCH.
The State required a team of personnel with relevant technical expertise to:
• advise and assist the State in the engagement of the MC; and
• advise and assist the State in managing of the MC contract following award, up to the
completion of construction of the PCH.
The State sought to engage a single entity for the consolidated provision of these
services.
On 18 March 2011, Thine was appointed as the State's Adviser.
Thine was
subsequently acquired by Turner & Townsend and now operates as Turner & Townsend
Thine (TTT).

Process to ensure appropriate standards delivered
The Project has implemented two streams of activity to monitor and ensure quality
across the project:
1.

Physical inspection including samples approvals, testing and commissioning, and on
site inspections.

2.

Certified documentation demonstrating compliance with codes and standards.

All specifications for quality and standard of products and performance submitted by the
MC have been reviewed by the relevant State Advisers.

1. Physical inspection
Sample Submission Process
Samples of all key materials and fittings used in the construction of the PCH were
subject to a submission process. Samples of products and fittings were submitted to
the State prior to installation for review and comment. A key role of the State's
Advisers was review of products provided by the MC to ensure they met the required
building standards and were fit-for-purpose. The State retained the right to request
resubmission of materials if the submission sample did not meet requirements.
The Project has relied on the State Adviser's comment and certification of compliance
of samples and has undertaken audits of samples by exception.
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The Project has engaged specialist consultants to perform quality assessment of
construction through the life of the project. The specialist consultants have been
predominantly through TTT; however, there have been some separate engagements
where specialist skills have been required . For example, Rome Energy and
Environment Pty Ltd has provided quality controls on all services on site and
Wood and Grieve has provided fire and mechanical services advice.
The effectiveness of this on-site presence is evident in the defect identification and
rectification process, whereby defects are identified and tracked electronically by both
the State and MC.
Testing and Commissioning

Similarly, during the testing and commiss ioning phase, the MC Contract specifies
tests where the State is required to attend and witness to ensure quality of
performance and compliance with relevant standards in the Stage 1 and Stage 2 MC
Contracts.
In addition , all rooms and areas have been 'defected' by State Advisors or personnel.
Health has also inspected all rooms for compliance with operational requirements and
acceptance, subject to rectification of any noted defects.
2. Certification of compliance to the appropriate standards

The State project team has undertaken detailed tracking of the submission of
certificates of quality compliance.
Under the MC Contract, certification is performed by the accountable MC
Representative. MC Representatives include specialists engaged through Norman
Disney Young and Philip Chun & Associates (Philip Chun). Philip Chun, as the
independent building certifier, is required to perform all relevant checks against the
Building Code of Australia prior to providing a certificate of compl iance.
On receipt of certificates, the State project team obtains confirmation of completeness
and adequacy through review of the certificate by the State Adviser. The certificate is
subsequently recorded.
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What does SP&AS see as the benefits and risks that may arise from having
granted practical completion on 20 April 2017 with several issues yet to be fully
resolved?

The MC Contract provides that Practical Completion (PC) is achieved when all works
under the contract are complete other than "Minor Defects". Minor Defects are defined
in the MC contract as outstanding items which in the opinion of the State, do not prevent
PCH from being used for its intended purpose and will not prejudice the convenient use
of PCH (including any necessary rectification work).
Accordingly, the MC was required to demonstrate that PCH operations would not be
unduly impacted by either the existence, or rectification, of any residual defects
proposed to be completed after PC. Minor Defects were specifically identified and
agreed prior to PC being deemed to be achieved .
Benefits of granting Practical Completion

SP&AS sought advice from the State Solicitor's Office (SSO) on the contractual
mechanisms and risks associated with granting PC, particularly with regard to the status
of the potable water system issue. Granting PC of the MC Contract did not remove the
MC's obligations to rectify defects, including any defects identified during the two-year
Defects Liability Period following PC.
Granting PC enabled the State to take responsibility for the facility without delay,
incl uding direct control of any further measures required to address water quality,
without limiting the MC's liability for defect rectification . This included enabling the State
to immediately proceed with essential chemical treatment to inhibit lead leaching from
brass fittings , as well as removing access constraints on clinical commissioning
activities.
Risks of granting Practical Completion

The key risk associated with granting PC while issues remain unresolved relates to
fitness for purpose arguments; if at a later date the State determines that the hospital is
not fit for purpose, it may be difficult for the State to advance an argument for MC liability
given a Practical Completion Certificate has been issued .
From a program perspective, the primary issue with respect to the granting of PC related
to the PCH potable water system. Whilst a range of other residual works were
outstanding , this issue remains the key driver for ongoing delays to commencement of
services at PCH.
a.

To whom has SP&AS communicated these views and when?

The process for achieving PC and associated issues has been discussed
extensively at all levels of PCH governance , including reg ular briefings to the
Treasurer and Minister for Health.
The PCH Taskforce deliberated at length on the implications of accepting PC with
residual water quality issues requiring rectification post-PC. The Taskforce
ultimately agreed the benefits of granting PC on this basis outweighed the risks.
These views were formally communicated to the Treasurer and the Minister for
Health by the Director General, Health and the Executive Director, SP&AS prior to
PC being achieved.
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE INQUIRY - PERTH CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE SUBMISSION
Variation Description

Item
1

Provision of Access Stairs in Service Tunnel

2

Management and Coordination of FF&E

3

Removal of Dialysis Reverse Osmosis Water System

4

Additional Pneumatic Tube Diverter

5

Relocation High Pressure Gas Meter

6

Interstitial Stairs - West Block- Levels 2/3

7

Soft and Hard Expansion Options

8

Clinical Macerator Future Proofing

9

NICU Hydraulics Future Proofing

10

Facade Lighting Design Work

11

Level 1 K Block Office Fitout

12

Surgical Short Stay Unit -Architectural and MEP Design - Soft Expansion

13

Signage Installation - Traffic Management

14

Central Sterilising Supply Department Rebrief

15

Consultant State Costs

16

Surgical Short Stay Unit - Air Handling Units Design and Procurement

17

Oncology Beds Positive Pressurisation

18

Additional K Block Level 1 Fitout

19

Surgical Short Stay Unit - Design and Construction Works

20

Central Communications Room 2 Reduction

21

TKI - Redesign Work Place Brief

22

Reinstate State design responsibility of AV and IPTV

23

FF&E - Loose Office Furniture

24

Level 4 Redesign - Shell Space to Patient Information Management Services

25

Winthrop Avenue - Traffic Management

26

Wireless Desktop Survey Specification

27

Sewer and Stormwater Connections

28

TC3 Delayed demobilisation

29

3D models revision and update

30

Installation of Eastern Facade Lighting

31

Salary and On-Cost Information for FF&E Team Personnel

32

Separation of Vacuum and Scavenging Systems

33

Supply and Installation of Additional CCR2 Racks and Cooling Systems

34

Additional BIM Services

35

TKI - Reduction in number of Touch Down Desks

36

TKI - Inclusion of a Necropsy Room

37

TKI - Additional Wet Lab Space

38

Vertical transportation to SCGH

39

TKI - Conversion to an Accessible Toilet

40

TKI - Reduction in Number of Lockers

41

TKI - Increase Number of Workstations

42

TKI - Provision of a Dumb Waiter
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Variation Description

43

Testing Concrete Cover

44

Basement Kitchen Replanning

45

Alternative Audio Visual Technologies Report

46

Central Communications Room 2 UPS additional power capacity

47

TKI - Redesign of PC3 Space

48

TKI - Reduction of Glass Wash Facility

49

TKI - Redesign of PC3 Space

50

TKI - Deletion of Aquatic Facility

51

Signage Options

52

TKI - Conversion of Aquatic Facility to Animal Holding Area

53

dRofus Licence Fee

54

FF&E Pendants Tandem Mounting Frames

55

HKI FF&E Consulting

56

Level 4 Redesign PIMS- BCJH Design Costs

57

Childcare Centre BCJH Design Costs

58

Northern Winter Garden thermal modelling

59

TKI - Special Purpose Labs

60

TKI - Level 5 Seminar Rooms

61

Atrium Void - Procurement of Suspension Systems

62

Childcare Centre BCJH Design Costs

63

Level 4 Redesign PIMS - BCJH Design Costs

64

Childcare Centre - Final BCJH Costs

65

SCGH G Block - Link Bridge - Additional Works -August 2014 Costs

66

KPLB Coordination works within Green Space to August 2014

67

TKI - Level 5 Seminar Room Scenario C

68

In Patient Unit Medications Drawer - Future Proofing

69

Childcare Centre Slab Coring Drainage and Sewer Pipework

70

Childcare Centre Landscape Architectural Services

71

Paediatric Rehabilitation - Design Works

72

Atrium Void Future Proofing

73

FF&E Furniture Specifications

74

Central Sterilising Supply Department Redesign - October 2013-0ctober 2014

75

SCGH G Block - Link Bridge - Additional Works - October 2014 Costs

76

FF&E Procurement Margin to December 2014

77

FF&E Delivery - Preliminary Costs - September 2014 - February 2015

78

Neurology Bay Windows - Addition

79

NICU Hydraulics Future Proofing - Cessation of Works

80

Atco Gas Meter Set

81

Active Distributed Antenna System (DAS) Incremental Progression

82

Telethon Kids Institute - Level 6 - East Block - Hydraulics Penetrations

83

Modular Design and Construction of Theatres

84

Modular Theatres - Modularisation of Internal Walls

85

Hybrid Control Room - Modular Design and Construction
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86

Satellite Workshop - Theatres Complex Redesign

87

Automated Pharmacy

88

Satellite Pharmacy Oncology Redesign

89

Additional PDC Resources

90

SCGH G Block - Link Bridge - Additional Works - Final Costs

91

State Site Office Accommodation

92

Rooftop Gardens and Lighting Integrated Design - Sensory Wall

93

Rooftop Gardens and Lighting Integrated Design - Courtyard Lighting Reeds

94

TKI - Detailed Design - Brief Review

95

P10 Recreation Area Void Installation

96

University of Western Australia Fibre Optic Route

97

Kitchen Procurement - Exhaust Hood

98

In Patient Oncology Level 1 - New Beverage Bay

99

Kitchen Turnkey Procurement

100

Base Build Costs - Modular Theatres - State Financial Recovery

101

ICT Converged Network

102

Starlight Foundation - Fitout - Outer Layer

103

Childcare Centre Critical Works

104

Cessation of Additional SIM Services

105

Med ical Services Panel Modifications

106

Locking systems for Medications Drawers

107

Fabrication and Installation of Medications Drawer - IPU and SSSU Patient Rooms

108

Programming Services - Cost Recovery

109

DFES Invoice - Fire Panel Auto Dialer - Cost Recovery

111

DFES Invoice - Fire Panel Auto Dialer- Cost Recovery- Reversal of V0-000162

112

Active DAS Lump Sum Conversion

113

Consumable Storage - J-WRT-004 - Deletion

114

High Temp Hot Water Header Change Over Coordination

115

SIM renders flythroughs

116

FF&E Delivery - Preliminary Costs March 2015 -August 2015

117

Digital Wall - Installation Works

118

ICT - PICU - Temperature and Humidity Monitoring Sensors

119

Ambulatory Care - Deletion of Haemodialysis Equipment and Capping of Services

120

Real Time Location Services - Additional data point Installation

121

FM Electrical Test Panel - Design , Supply and Install

122

Surgical Short Stay Unit - Extension of Time

123

Starlight Foundation - Fitout - Internal

124

FF&E - Contractor Purchases for the State

125

Nurse Call System (NCS) Handsets

126

FF&E Margin - Contract Values and Variations - 4 December 2014 - 5 June 2015

127

Childcare - Total Remainder Costs

128

FF&E - Dental Photographic Studio - 3D Gantry System

129

Satellite Workshop and Basement MTMU Redesign Works - Variation Close Out
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Item
130

Service Tunnel - Waterproofing Costs

131

CSSD Redesign Works - Final Costs

132

TKI - Detailed Design - Bio-Resources and Non-Bio-Resources

133

Additional Desktop WiFi Survey

134

TKI - Level 7 EB and WB - Hydraulics Penetrations - North of Gridline 42

135

Provision of Active Distributed Antenae System

136

H Block Infill Slab

137

Site Accommodation

138

Margin on Site Accommodation

139

Telethon Kids Institute Fit Out Works

140

Supply and Installation AV Ceiling Brackets

141

Oncology Satellite Pharmacy Redesign

142

Oxygen (VIE Tank) Supply - Connection Modifications Required

143

Reconciliation of SSSU ; PIMS and Exec Offices Works

144

Main Pharmacy - Construction Redesign Works

145

Perfusion Room - Entry Door Automation

146

Theatre Su ite Adjustment

147

ED - BMS and AGVs for Helipad Operations

148

ICT - Nurse Call Servers

149

Pharmacy - 3-Person Shared Office

150

Starlight Foundation - Internal Fitout- Structural Steel Design - Operable Walls

151

Mechanical Service Riser Enclosures

152

Clinical Bedside Terminal Wall Mounted Brackets and Arms

153

TKI Concept and Schematic Design - Bio-Resources Redesign

154

Security - Adolescent Ward 4A

155

MRI - Primary Cooling Circuit

156

ICT - Provision of Active DAS

157

ICT - ESB Demarcation

158

PIMS - Medical Records Storage Facility

159

Starlight Foundation - Acoustic Treatment - Parent Lounge and Kitchen Areas

160

Burns TCU - HEPA Filtration - Ward 1B

161

St. John Ambulance Radio System

162

Sterile Store in Operative Procedural Care Unit

163

FF&E - Margin June 2015 to February 2016

164

FF&E - Costs for FF&E Fitout

165

FF&E - Salary and Overhead Costs

166

Mortuary - Fume Extraction - Local Alarm

167

TKI - Fit Out Works - Reversal

168

CSSD - Level 2 - Clean/Decontamination Area

169

Mental Health - Security and Patient Alarm Systems

170

ICT - Bench Mounted - Arms and Brackets

171

PwC State Costs - November to December 2013

172

External Branding Signage - Inclusion of PCH Foundation Logo
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Item
173

Modular Theatres - CSSD - Data and Power Requirements

174

FF&E -AGV - Wastemaster Compactors Layout- SIM Modelling

175

Peri-Operative Services - Theatres Complex Carpet

176

FF&E - Shelving and Modular Storage

177

CSSD - Scope Prep and Endoscope Store

178

Starlight Foundation - Additional Signage and Associated Power

179

TKI - IREF Shared Reception Desk

180

TKI - Level 7 EB and WB - Hydraulics Penetrations - South of Gridline 42

181

Conversion of AGV-82-04 to Biomedical Equipment Store

182

IP3 - Adolescents Ward - Access Control Required

183

FF&E - Dental - In-Ceiling Microscope Mount

184

TKI - Level 6 and 7 - Base Build and IREF Separation

185

Provision of Security Guards

186

TKI - Level 7 - Core B - Firewall Realignment

187

TKI - Design Work-Woods Bagot- December 2015 -August 2016

188

Car Park - Infrastructure

189

TKI - Design Work - NOY - December 2015 -August 2016

190

MTMU Additional Workshop

191

FF&E - Team Personnel - Salaries and Ongoing Costs - March to December 2016

192

Internal Glazing Treatment - Privacy Film

193

Automated Dispensing Machines (ADMs)

194

Childcare - Hydraulic Works

195

Signage and Wayfinding - Revised Naming Strategy

196

Paediatric Rehabilitation - Construction Works

197

FF&E - Replacement of Joinery with Modular Shelving

198

FF&E - Work Packages - Recoverable Costs

199

FF&E - Play and Wait - Furniture - Stylecraft Australia

200

PIMS - Level 4 - Compactus Storage Unit Removal

201

PIMS - Medical Records Storage - Fit Out Works

202

Emergency Department - Courtyard Handrail

203

FF&E - Work Packages - Recoverable Costs - Revision

204

Medical Imaging - CT Control Room - Workbench Height

205

ICT - Hearing Augmentation Cabling - AV Rooms

206

OPC Pre-Operative Area - Reinstatement of Internal Corridor

207

ICT - Installation of WiFi - Internal

208

TKI - Level 6 - Core Holes

209

ICT - Installation of WiFi - External

210

FF&E - Level 3 - Siemens Bi-Plane - UPS

211

TKI - Levels 6 and 7 - Northern Link Bridges and Lift Lobbies

212

Lifts 6 and 13 - Push Button Controls

213

Power and Data Works - Resourcing

214

Medication Management - Dispensing Bench - Under-Bench Storage

215

FF&E - Locker Quantities - Minor Reworks
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216

Power and Data Works - Resourcing - Medical Imaging

217

NICU - PNS-023-01 - Design and Works

218

Peri-Operative Services - Double Door - Width Access

219

Environmental Services and Logistics - Waste Compactor Clearance

220

Street and Traffic Lights - Installation

221

Power and Data - Theatre Allocation Board

222

Rehabilitation Interactive Systems - Power and Data

223

Autopsy Grossing Tables - Power and Data

224

Conversion of Shell Space into Cleaner's Room - MSP-B2-04

225

TKI - Fit Out - Basement and Level 5 Areas

226

FF&E - Shelving and Modular Storage

227

Clean Utility- Medication Preparation - Room Layout

228

ICT - Additional Data Point - St John Ambulance

229

Radioactive Waste - Additional Controls

230

Mock Up Rooms Reconciliation

231

AHS-058-01 - Adolescent Change and Baby Change Facility- Abortive Works

232

Emergency Department - Staff Stations

233

Emergency Department - Helipad Lobby - Staff Assist Call Deactivation

234

FM - Digital Intercom System - Additional Slave Units

235

FF&E - Stylecraft - Furniture - MC Scope Reduction

236

NGS - Landscape - Cost Plan Allowance - Reconciliation
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